HOTEL MONT GABRIEL COMMITMENT TO PUBLIC HEALTH MANAGEMENT MEASURES
July 22nd, 2021
Hotel & Spa Mont Gabriel Hotel is committed to providing a safe environment for its customers and employees. In
addition to the courteous behavior of travelers, which promotes respect and social distancing, the following measures
have been added to ensure the safety of all. This list is not exhaustive and is subject to change as the pandemic
situation develops
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The furniture of the indoor pool may not be moved;
Obligatory hand washing in the bedroom or the bathroom before entering the pool;
Recommendation to shower in the room before entering the pool;
Maintain a respectable distance in and out of the water;
Follow established traffic plans;
Frequency and rigor of cleaning public areas and changing rooms with disinfectants;
Increase in hand sanitizer stations;
Rigorous pool cleaning protocol, maintaining a higher chlorine level;
Water quality test twice a day;
No towel replacement; use of pool towels returned to your room or your personal towels. Please bring your
soiled towels back to your room;
No food allowed around the pool;
No reservation of chairs allowed;
With the exception of the swimming cap and protective goggles, bringing external equipment (floats, buoys,
fins etc.) is not recommended;
The practice of collective games and contact sports is prohibited;
In order to prioritize our customers staying at the hotel, outside guests are not allowed.

Despite the unprecedented situation we are living in, we are committed to offering our customers an unrivaled
moment of respite where it will be possible to win in the mountains of the Laurentians. The great outdoors, the wide
open spaces and the many outdoor activities that facilitate social distancing will allow you to get away from everyday
life and enjoy summer in complete safety.
Thank you for your usual collaboration,
Martin B. Lavallée
General Manager

